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Eltima releases Commander One 2.0 - High-level file management on macOS
Published on 06/26/19
Eltima Software announces Commander One 2.0, the latest version of their dual-panel file
manager for macOS. Apart from file management functionality, the app features a built-in
FTP client, allows mounting clouds including OpenStack, Box, Backblaze and Amazon
S3-compatible storage solutions, accessing and editing data on iOS and Android devices,
and more. Added the support for cloud encryption. Version 2.0 is more stable, much faster,
has a number of additional features and improvements.
Frankfurt, Germany - Eltima Software today is proud to announce the release of Commander
One 2.0, the newest version of their dual-panel file manager for Mac. It serves as a great
alternative to Finder, Mac's default file manager, and other popular apps such as Total
Commander for Windows and Android File Transfer for Mac. Commander One has already
recommended itself as a great file management solution and has been acknowledged by a
number of respected weblogs and portals. Here is what the new version of Commander One
has
to offer you:
Additions:
* an ability to open and edit files stored on online connections
* an ability to open and edit files in archives (except for RAR)
* an ability to open and edit files on MTP and iOS devices
* support for Box.com
* support for Backblaze.com
* a new type of connection for OpenStack Swift (Object Storage), with Keystone
authentication services v.1 and v.2
* an ability to choose server endpoint for Amazon S3
* support for new regions in Amazone S3: cn-north-1 Beijing, eu-north-1 Stockholm
* SSO support for OneDrive
* Microsoft Cloud Germany (office.de) support for OneDrive
* an ability to work with "Shared with me" folder on Google Drive
* an ability to mount to WebDAV servers with untrusted HTTPS certificate
* support for encryption on online connections
* support for Dropbox Business
* support for Google Team Drives
* support for Finder Extensions (Dropbox, Google Backup and Sync, etc.)
* support for Finder Tags
* support for dark mode on macOS 10.14
* Italian and Portuguese localizations
* support for OpenSSH keys for SFTP connections
* an ability to select a UI language in preferences
* an ability to configure the appearance of the built-in preview
* an ability to configure the appearance of the built-in Terminal
Improvements:
* the functionality of operations queue
* the operation speed of WebDAV connection
* the icons size changes when adjusting the font size
* the functionality of built-in Terminal
* work with MTP devices
* support for UTF-8 for FTP connections
Fixes:
* the support for Cyrillic characters for FTP connections
* the display of symbolic link icons
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* the support for AZERTY keyboard
Commander One 2.0 has everything you liked about it in the previous versions, including:
* Dual pane interface with three view modes and unlimited tab-browsing
* Queuing file operations
* Assigning hotkeys to various actions
* Advanced search with the help of regular expressions, Spotlight search support
* Support for 7zip, ZIP, RAR (except compression), TarGz archive formats; compressing,
extracting and accessing archived files
* Detecting computers that use NetBIOS protocol, displaying them as network computers
* Preview of various files, a large number of formats is supported, including binary and
hex
* Mounting iOS and MTP devices
* Mounting Dropbox, Amazon, Google Drive accounts as an additional drive on Mac
* Choosing a program to open files
* FTP, SFTP and FTPS Client that allows changing file permissions
* Themes to change the looks and more
Pricing and Availability:
Commander One 2.0 is compatible with OS X 10.10+. The app has two editions - free and
paid. The latter is known as PRO Pack and costs $29.99 (USD), the additional functionality
it offers is available for a 15-day trial for free. Both editions are available for
download from Eltima's official website.
Commander One 2.0:
https://mac.eltima.com/file-manager.html
Download from the Mac App Store:
https://apps.apple.com/us/app/commander-one-pro-ftpclient/id1035237815?mt=12
Download Trial:
https://mac.eltima.com/commander-one-download.html
Screenshot 1:
https://www.screencast.com/t/rAZkpu2N
Screenshot 2:
https://www.screencast.com/t/XCGnCn7QnM
App Icon:
https://www.screencast.com/t/Dz0Ckutc8q

Eltima Software is a global software Development Company, specializing primarily in serial
communication, mobile, and flash software for Mac OS and Windows. Eltima Software delivers
top-notch solutions having a friendly team of 50 professionals. Copyright (C) 2019 Eltima
Software. All Rights Reserved. Apple, the Apple logo and Macintosh are registered
trademarks of Apple Inc. in the U.S. and/or other countries.
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